
CODE PRICE

APEVO3102T-AB € 500,00

APEVO3102S-AB € 450,00

APEVO3102B-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

APHY1002-AB € 450,00

APHY1002BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE
DBHY1001-2  €         35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for APRILIA RSV4 2009-2014

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Homologated*  exhaust single low with titanium 

body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated*  exhaust single low with satin finish 

s.s. body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated*  exhaust single low with black satin 

finish s.s.  b ody  + no kat link pipe for original 

collectors

CONFIGURATION 

** =   muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for EVOXTREME e HYDROFORM

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing** Ø40mm for Hydroform

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE's exhausts are homologated acc. to  direttiva "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               The product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case where the catalytic converter (-s) is not modified or removed and in the event that no 

modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for Aprilia RSV4 -  135,3 kw

Homologated*  exhaust single low with satin finish 

s.s. + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated*  exhaust single low with ceramic 

black  finish  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

HYDROFORM - hydroforming stainless steel muffler with a removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or ceramic 

black stainless steel)

CONFIGURATION 



CODE PRICE

XAPEVO3102T-N-AB € 500,00

XAPEVO3102S-N-AB € 450,00

XAPEVO3102B-N-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

XAPGP1002SG-N-AB € 400,00

XAPGP1002SR-N-AB € 380,00

XAPGP1002BG-N-AB € 410,00

XAPGP1002BR-N-AB € 390,00

CODE PRICE

XAPHY20P02S-N-AB € 430,00

XAPHY20P02B-N-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE
DBGPR40  €         30,00 

DBGPG40  €         45,00  CODE  PRICE 
DBHY1001-2  €         35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish racing* single low muffler + end cup with 

grid + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Ceramic black finish racing* single low muffler + end 

cup with grid + no kat link pipe for original collectors

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for GP07 ed EVOXTREME

Photos available at this link : https://www.dropbox.com/sh/begyva89fggjzem/AADObu-3JB3rWhH1dHcLaMOoa?dl=0

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Hydroform-Short

Anodized aluminium ring racing*  for GP07 (to use if you 

remove the db killer)

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme
DBGP00001  €                                    50,00 

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing* cwith anodized aluminium ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing* with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

GP07 
Stainless steel muffler with removable "dbkiller" (available in stainless steel satin finish or black satin finish stainless steel)

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish   racing* single low muffler + no kat link 

pipe for original collectors + removable "db killer" 

with aluminium ring

Black Satin finish   racing* single low muffler + no 

kat link pipe for original collectors + removable "db 

killer" with aluminium ring

HYDROFORM-CORSA-SHORT 
hydroformed stainless steel muffler + s.s. end cup +laser cut grid - no  "dbkiller" (available in stainless steel satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel)

Black Satin finish   racing* single low muffler + no 

kat link pipe for original collectors + removable "db 

killer" with s.s. grid

Satin finish   racing* single low muffler + no kat link 

pipe for original collectors + removable "db killer" 

with s.s. grid

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for APRILIA RSV4 2015-2016

EVOXTREME
Muffler with carbon end cap with a removable "db killer" (available with tianium body, stainless steel satin finish or black satin finish stainless steel)

Racing*  single low with  titanium body  + no kat link 

pipe for original collectorsi

Racing*  single low with  satin finish s.s. body  + no 

kat link pipe for original collectorsi

Racing*  single low with  black satin finish s.s. body 

+ no kat link pipe for original collectorsi

CONFIGURATION



CODE PRICE

XAPEVO3101T-N-AB € 500,00

XAPEVO3101S-N-AB € 450,00

XAPEVO3101B-N-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

XAPHY1001S-N-AB € 430,00

XAPHY1001B-N-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

XAPHY2001S-N-AB € 430,00

XAPHY2001B-N-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE
DBHY1001-2  €        35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €        40,00 

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for APRILIA TUONO V4 1100 2015-2016

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Silencer Racing* single low with titanium body  + 

no kat link pipe for original collectors

Silencer Racing* single low with satin finish s.s. 

body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Silencer Racing* single low with black satin finish 

s.s. body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

HYDROFORM-CORSA-SHORT 
hydroformed stainless steel muffler + s.s. end cup +laser cut grid - no  "dbkiller" (available in stainless steel satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel)

Silencer racing* single low, satin finish s.s. + no kat 

link pipe for original collectors

Silencer racing* single low,  ceramic black s.s. + no 

kat link pipe for original collectors

HYDROFORM - hydroforming stainless steel muffler with a removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or ceramic black 

stainless steel)

CONFIGURATION

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Hydroform

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION

Silencer racing* single low, satin finish s.s.+ end cup 

with s.s. grid + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Silencer racing* single low, ceramic black s.s.+ end 

cup with s.s. grid + no kat link pipe for original 

collectors

CONFIGURATION

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for GP07 and EVOXTREME

Photos available at this link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qci41t3kvhcstcu/AABwlda0U8Tr26-KIb2PiQmYa?dl=0



CODE PRICE

APEVO3101T-AB € 500,00

APEVO3101S-AB € 450,00

APEVO3101B-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

APHY1001-AB € 450,00

APHY1001BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE
DBHY1001-2  €         35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

Price list HP CORSE for APRILIA TUONO V4R 2011-2015

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Homologated *  single low muffler with titanium 

body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single low muffler with satin finish 

s.s. body  + no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single low muffler with black satin 

finish s.s. body  + no kat link pipe for original 

collectors

CONFIGURATION

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Components and spare parts for EVOXTREME and HYDROFORM

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm for Hydroform

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE's exhaust homologated acc. to direttiva "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               Tthe product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case in which the catalytic converter (-s)  is not modified or removed and in the event 

that no modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for Aprilia V4R -  123 kw

Homologated* single low satin finish muffler  + no 

kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated* single low ceramic black muffler  + no 

nat link pipe for original collectors

HYDROFORM - hydroforming stainless steel muffler with a removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or ceramic 

black stainless steel)

CONFIGURATION



CODE PRICE

XAPEVO3101T-NN-AB € 500,00

XAPEVO3101S-NN-AB € 450,00

XAPEVO3101B-NN-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

XAPGP1001S-NN-AB € 380,00

XAPGP1001B-NN-AB € 410,00

CODE PRICE

XAP4T1001ST-NN-AB € 590,00

XAP4T1001SC-NN-AB € 550,00

XAP4T1001SS-NN-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE

XAPHY30P01S-NN-AB € 430,00

XAPHY30P01B-NN-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

XAPHY20P01S-NN-AB € 430,00

XAPHY20P01B-NN-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE
DBGPR40  €         30,00 

DBGPG40  €         45,00  CODE   PRICE 
DBHY1001-2  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

2019 - prices list  HP CORSE for APRILIA TUONO V4 1100 - RSV4   2017-UP

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Single low muffler with  titanium body  + link pipe for 

original collectors

Single low muffler,  satin finish stainless steel  + link 

pipe for original collectors

Single low muffler,  satin black finish stainless steel  + 

link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

4-TRACK SHORT
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup -(available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black stainless steel)

CONFIGURATION

HYDROFORM-CORSA-SHORT 
hydroformed stainless steel muffler + s.s. end cup +laser cut grid - no  "dbkiller" (available in stainless steel satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel)

Satin finish single low muffler + no-kat link pipe for 

original collectors

Ceramic black finish single low muffler + no-kat link 

pipe for original collectors

Silencer  4-TRACK SHORT with  titanium body, satin 

steel end cup and no-kat link pipe for original 

collectors

Silencer  4-TRACK SHORT with s.s satin finish body, 

satin steel end cup and no-kat link pipe for original 

collectors

Silencer  4-TRACK SHORT with  s.s. ceramic black 

finish body, satin steel end cup and no-kat link pipe 

for original collectors

HYDROFORM-SHORT - hydroformed stainless steel muffler + stainless steel end cup 

with removable "dbkiller" ( available satin finish or ceramic black )

GP07 -  End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

CONFIGURATION

 Satin finish  single low muffler (end cup with 

aluminium anodized ring) + link pipe for originial 

collectors

 Black satin finish  single low muffler (end cup with 

aluminium anodized ring) + link pipe for originial 

collectors

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Hydroform-Short

Anodized aluminium ring racing*  for GP07 (to use if you 

remove the db killer)

dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme
DBGP00001  €                                    50,00 

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing* cwith anodized aluminium ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing* with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

Ceramic black single low muffler + link pipe for

original collector (muffler with insonorization inside),  

no "db killer"

CONFIGURATION

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Omologations and reports

Spare parts and components GP07 ed EVOXTREME

Photos available at this link:  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/uepot5oq4asbebr/AAAQd8P18B5IqsJBsAtglcqQa?dl=0

CONFIGURATION

 Satin finish single low muffler + link pipe for

original collector (muffler with insonorization inside),  

no "db killer"



Code Price

BMW4T1009T-AB € 660,00

BMW4T1009C-AB € 610,00

BMW4T1009S-AB € 535,00

BMWEVO3109T-AB € 510,00

BMWEVO3109S-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO3109B-AB € 480,00

BMWEVO3108T-AB € 510,00

BMWEVO3108S-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO3108B-AB € 480,00

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, black satin finish  body 

+ link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * *EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, satin finish  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

EVOXTREME 

 Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body satin or black satin finish)

Link where is possible to see and download photo  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2wnre2nonphp8jv/AADwUC2acaKTEJaUZ01Pn6aJa?dl=0

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, titanium body + link 

pipe for original collectors

Omologations and reports

EVOXTREME 
 Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body satin or black satin finish)

Homologated muffler ** EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, black satin finish 

body + link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * *EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, titanium  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE

BMW F 800 GS

 4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* :   HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - 97/24/9/CE-2016/60/CE - Approval n. 1222 - Homologation valid for F800GS/ADV cc798 con 63kw

** :  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - 97/24/9/CE-2016/60/CE - Approval n. 1222 - Homologation valid for F800R cc798 con 64kw

*** :  *:  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Engine type":  802EA  -Num. omolog.: G 00105

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. Since 

the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the registration card 

with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific 

model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

BMW F800 R '09-'16

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK   titanium  body, satin steel end cup and 

link pipe for original collectors

Description

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK   ceramic black stainless steel body , 

satin steel end cup and link pipe for original collectors

Homologated muffler * EVOXTREME  310mm lenght, satin finish  body + link 

pipe for original collectors

Homologated silencer ***  4-TRACK  stainless steel satin finish  body , satin 

steel end cup  and link pipe for original collectors

Link where is possible to see and download photo - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vmlnsaxovbqi236/AADi1ThXqhLjkEXbCj9pkJWOa?dl=0



CODE

PRICE

€ 535,00

2019 -  HP CORSE  for  BMW F 850 GS/ADV

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium body , satin steel end cup and link 

pipe for original collectors with carbon 

heat shield

CODE

BMW4T850T-AB

BMW4T850C-AB

BMW4T850S-AB

Photos available at this link:  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i78gmyml13s9cbi/AABisDgIoq_zI2Y94DbwYZ88a?dl=0

Homologations and reports

* : HP CORSE's  exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Engine type": A24A08A

The "Engine type" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. Since the 

year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the registration card 

with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific 

model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

All the prices are without VAT

PRICE

€ 660,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  ceramic 

black stainless steel , satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

carbon heat shield

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  stainless 

steel satin finish  body, satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

carbon heat shield

CODE

PRICE

€ 610,00



CODE PRICE

BMWEVO2610T-AB € 520,00

BMWEVO2610S-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO2610B-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE
DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for EVOXTREME 

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer homologated*  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE's exhausts are homologated acc.to  direttiva "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               The product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case where the catalytic converter (-s) is not modified or removed and in the event that no 

modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for  999cc  142 kw euro 3

dB Killer racing**  Ø30mm for Evoxtreme

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Photos available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/dqqr33g3kuym2jf/AACqEBS03tCbHRZYB6cWR9Y4a?dl=0

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for BMW S1000RR 2009-2014

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Homologated *  single low with titanium body  + link 

pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single low with satin finish stainless 

steel body  + link pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single low with black satin finish 

stainless steel body  + link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION



Version 2004-2009 BMW4T1020T-AB

Version 2004-2009 BMW4T1020C-AB

Version 2004-2009 BMW4T1020S-AB

Code

Price

€ 535,00

2019 - Muffler HP CORSE  -  4 -TRACK 

BMW R 1200 GS 2004-2009

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium body , satin steel end cup and link 

pipe for original collectors with stainless 

steel heat shield

Code

Photos available at this link  https:  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sa3wlam8no1141z/AABSo5DWX8o9b06MYS_R14rQa?dl=0

Approvals and information

* :  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": 122EN - 122EJ - 122ED/F  -Num. omolog.: G 

00105

The "Propulsion Unit Code"  is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. 

Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the 

registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific 

model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

All the prices are without VAT

Price

€ 660,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  ceramic 

black stainless steel , satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

stainless steel heat shield

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  stainless 

steel satin finish  body, satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

stainless steel heat shield

Code

Price

€ 610,00



Version 2010-2012 BMW4T1021T-AB

Version 2010-2012 BMW4T1021C-AB

Version 2010-2012 BMW4T1021S-AB

Code

Price

€ 535,00

2019 - Muffler HP CORSE  -  4 -TRACK 

BMW R 1200 GS 2010-2012

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium body , satin steel end cup and link 

pipe for original collectors with stainless 

steel heat shield

Code

Photos available at this link  https:  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qpt6i071yi5eel4/AADlGihoqSQ8a3OGOj_yYVZ1a?dl=0

Approvals and information

* :  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": 122EN - 122EJ - 122ED/F  -Num. omolog.: G 

00105

The "Propulsion Unit Code"  is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. 

Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the 

registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific 

model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

All the prices are without VAT

Price

€ 660,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  ceramic 

black stainless steel , satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

stainless steel heat shield

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  stainless 

steel satin finish  body, satin steel end cup 

and link pipe for original collectors with 

stainless steel heat shield

Code

Price

€ 610,00



2013-2018 version BMW4T1022T-AB

R 1250 GS version BMW4T1025T-AB

2013-2018 version BMW4T1022C-AB

R 1250 GS version BMW4T1025C-AB

2013-2018 version BMW4T1022S-AB

R 1250 GS version BMW4T1025S-AB

2019 - Muffler HP CORSE  -  4 -TRACK 

BMW R 1200/1250 GS/ADV  2013 UP

4-TRACK

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK   titanium 

body, satin steel end cup, carbon cover heat 

shield and link pipe for original collectors

Code

Price

€ 720,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK   ceramic 

black stainless steel , satin steel end cup, carbon 

cover heat shield and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

Price

Approvals and information

* : HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": 122EN - 122EJ - 122ED/F  -Num. omolog.: G 00105

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of conformity. Since the 

year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type on the registration card with the 

one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the specific model 

you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the exhaust

All the prices are without VAT

GS 2013-2018 - link where is possible to see and download photo: - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vrwsthaxfleq4hb/AADAaKZkaWGMm1Duv4gMuJa-a?dl=0

GS 1250 - link where is possible to see and download photo: - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/20bt1dr42k6c7zm/AADVg0sk8_RtFIzuCIropdyma?dl=0

€ 680,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  stainless  steel 

satin finish  body, satin steel end cup, carbon 

cover heat shield and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

Price

€ 590,00



CONFIGURATION PRICES PRICES

Homologated muffler* single high  + link pipe for 

original collector + carbon heat shield BMWGP100THS-AB € 520,00 BMWGP100THB-AB € 550,00

Homologated muffler* single low  + link pipe for 

original collector 
BMWGP100TLS-AB € 380,00 BMWGP100TLB-AB € 410,00

Homologated twin muffler*  + link pipe for 

original collector 
BMWGP100TLS-AAB € 800,00 BMWGP100TLB-AAB € 850,00

PRICE

BMWEVO310THT-AB € 610,00

BMWEVO310THS-AB € 540,00

BMWEVO310THB-AB € 570,00

BMWEVO310TLT-AB € 520,00

BMWEVO310TLS-AB € 450,00

BMWEVO310TLB-AB € 480,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

Homologated* dB Killer with grid for GP07(Ø30mm) DBGPR30 € 30,00

homologated* dB Killer with anodized aluminium ring for GP07 

(Ø30mm)
DBGPG30 € 45,00

racing**   dB Killer with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm) DBGPR40 € 30,00

racing**  dB Killer with anodized aluminium ring for GP07  

(Ø40mm)
DBGPG40 € 45,00

 homologated* dB Killer (Ø32 mm) for Evoxtreme DBEVO1001-1 € 40,00 CODICE PREZZO

 racing**   dB Killer (Ø40 mm) for Evoxtreme DBEVO1001-2 € 40,00 DBGP00001 € 50,00

Omologations and reports

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year 

of registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP 

CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or 

fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has 

issued an Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its 

distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The 

purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

*= homologation "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°  -  The homologation is valid only for 1.170cc con 81kw euro3

 N. Omologaz. GP07: 0947   -  N. Omologaz. Evoxtreme: 1222 

All the prices are without VAT

SATIN VERSION SATIN BLACK VERSION

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

** ==  exhaust and/or link pipe and/or component available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

***=  all the exhausts can be fit on 2017/18 models version but aren't according to euro 4 norms ( so they aren' not homologated for 2017/2018 models)

Thomologate muffler** single high with titanium  body+ link pipe for original 

collectors + carbon heat shield

Homologated muffler** single high, satin finish  stainless steel body  + link 

pipe for original collector + carbon heat shield

Homologated muffler** single high,  black  satin finish  stainless steel body  + 

link pipe for original collector + carbon heat shield

Thomologate muffler** single low with titanium  body+ link pipe for original 

collectors 

Homologated muffler** single low, satin finish  stainless steel body  + link pipe 

for original collector 

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller(available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin 

2019 - HP CORSE's price list for BMW  R NineT  2014 UP***

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and a removable "dbkiller"

 (satin finish s.s. body  or titanium body or black satin finish body) 

All mufflers have a removable dB Killer homologated , To modify the configuration from homologated to racing

Link where is possible to see and download photo: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4ojxnwm5ixfvg6o/AAD9tAxWL0-taiuXjLDSvLW1a?dl=0

Accessories and spare parts for GP07 and EVOXTREME

Anodized aluminium  ring racing**  

for GP07 (to use if you remove the 

dbkiller)

Homologated muffler** single low,  black  satin finish  stainless steel body  + 

link pipe for original collector 

CONFIGURATION



CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

DUEVO3108LT-AB € 510,00
XDUEVO3108LT-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 510,00

DUEVO3108LS-AB € 450,00
XDUEVO3108LS-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 450,00

DUEVO3108LB-AB € 480,00
XDUEVO3108LB-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 480,00

DUEVO3108HT-AB € 660,00
XDUEVO3108HT-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 660,00

DUEVO3108HS-AB € 600,00
XDUEVO3108HS-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 600,00

DUEVO3108HB-AB € 630,00
XDUEVO3108HB-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 630,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HSG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HBG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HSG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HBG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HSR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HBR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HSR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HBR-AB

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

DUEVO3109T-AB € 450,00

DUEVO3109S-AB € 450,00

DUEVO3109B-AB € 450,00

CODE PRICE
DBGPR30  €          30,00 

DBGPG30  €          45,00 

DBGPR40  €          30,00 

DBGPG40  €          45,00  CODE  PRICE 
DBEVO1001-1  €          35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €          40,00 

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version not homologated

Omologations and reports

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle type/engine type  is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not matching the 

model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, 

please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order regarding such part 

or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive 

Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

 HYPERSTRADA 821

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

*= homologated for Ducati HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA - 821,1 cc and 81 kW

Spare parts and accessories for GP07 and EVOXTREME

Homologated dB Killer***  with anodized aluminim ring for  GP07 (Ø30mm)

Racing dB Killer**   with grid for  GP07 (Ø40mm)

RacingdB Killer**  with anodized aluminim ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

Homologated muffler * single low, titanium body + decatalized link pipe 

( racing** ) for original collector

Homologated muffler*  single low, stainless steel satin finish + decatalized 

link pipe ( racing** ) for original collector

Homologated muffler* single low, black satin finish + decatalized link pipe 

( racing** ) for original collector

Homologated dB Killer***  with grid for GP07 (Ø30mm)

Mufflers HP CORSE for DUCATI HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA  -  Prices list 2019

HYPERMOTARD 821/939

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

Homologated muffler* single high , titanium body  + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) 

per collettori originali + protezione in carbonio

Homologated muffler* single high , satin finish  + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) per 

collettori originali + protezione in carbonio

Homologated muffler* single high , black satin finish  + decatalized link pipe 

( racing** ) per collettori originali + protezione in carbonio

HYPERMOTARD 821 HYPERMOTARD 939

€ 570,00 € 590,00

SATIN BLACK SATIN VERSION

CONFIGURATION

Homologated muffler * single low, titanium body + decatalized link pipe ( racing*** ) 

for original collectors

All the prices are without VAT

***= homologated for vehicle type/engine type B2 var. 00 ver. AA

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

All mufflers have a removable dB Killer  removable. 

HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA  939
All the models dedicated to the 821 version are also compatible for the 939 versions. 

WARNING: all our terminals are not homologated euro 4; if installed in euro 4 versions the HP CORSE terminals are not approved "Racing"

Racing dB Killer**  Ø30 mm for Evoxtreme

Anodized aluminium ring racing**  for GP07 (to use if you 

remove the db killer)

Racing dB Killer**   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme
DBGP00001  €                           50,00 

CONFIGURATION

€ 600,00

Homologated muffler*  single low, satin finish  + link pipe decatalizated ( racing** ) for 

original collectors

Homologated muffler*  single low, black satin finish + link pipe decatalizated 

( racing** ) for original collectors

HYPERMOTARD 821 : Homologated***  muffler single high + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) for original collectors + carbon heat shield

HYPERMOTARD 939 : Muffler ( racing** ) single high + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) for original collectors + carbon heat shield

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

Photos available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c1u554hictl66m7/AABYSTNFYFi_Sf1LpZKPuxbla?dl=0

€ 580,00



CODE PRICE

DUHY1002-AB € 800,00

DUHY1002BLACK-AB € 900,00

CODE PRICE

DUHY1003-AB € 1.000,00

DUHY1003BLACK-AB € 1.100,00

CODE PRICE
DBHY1001  €         60,00 

DBHY1001-1  €         35,00 

DBHY1001-2  €         40,00 

Photos available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9xtxqxae0hcklud/AAA-Ny2Xsf_eAOLXDzdBbTc6a?dl=0

CONFIGURATION EVOLUTION

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for DUCATI Diavel 2011-2016

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for EVOXTREME and HYDROFORM

Double silencer homologated * low satin finish + no 

kat link pipe for original collectors

Double silencer homologated * low ceramic black 

finish + no kat link pipe for original collectors

HYDROFORM - Double hydroformed exhaust with removable "DBKillers"- (available satin finish s.s. or ceramic black 

CONFIGURATION FACTORY

Double silencer racing** single low satin finish +  no 

kat link pipe for original collectors

Double silencer racing** single low ceramic black +  

no kat link pipe for original collectors

dB Killer homologated* Ø30mm for Hydroform

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing** Ø40mm for Hydroform

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE' silencer are homologated acc. to direttiva "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               The product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case where the catalytic converter (-s) is not modified or removed and in the event that no 

modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for DUCATI DIAVEL 119 kw

dB Killer racing** Ø35mm for Hydroform



CODE PRICE

DUEVO3111T-AB € 500,00

DUEVO3111S-AB € 450,00

DUEVO3111B-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE

DULP1100  €         80,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

Spare parts and components for EVOXTREME

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE' silencers are homologated acc to direttiva "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               The product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case where the catalytic converter (-s) is not modified or removed and in the event that no 

modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for Ducati Hypermotard 1100 - 1078cc. Kw 69,9

License plate racing** satin finish stainless steel

Photos available at this link  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ilkr3ml4wa7k1ed/AADWrj6Pt8xdvlesKcm19q65a?dl=0

dB Killer homologated*  Ø30mm for Evoxtreme

Price list HP CORSE for DUCATI HYPERMOTARD 1100

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

Homologated *  single with titanium  body + no kat 

link pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single with satin finish s.s . body + 

no kat link pipe for original collectors

Homologated *  single with black satin finish  body + 

no kat link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION



CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

DUEVO3108LT-AB € 510,00
XDUEVO3108LT-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 510,00

DUEVO3108LS-AB € 450,00
XDUEVO3108LS-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 450,00

DUEVO3108LB-AB € 480,00
XDUEVO3108LB-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 480,00

DUEVO3108HT-AB € 660,00
XDUEVO3108HT-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 660,00

DUEVO3108HS-AB € 600,00
XDUEVO3108HS-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 600,00

DUEVO3108HB-AB € 630,00
XDUEVO3108HB-AB

(only racing** version)
€ 630,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HSG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HBG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HSG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HBG-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HSR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 821

DUGP1008HBR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HSR-AB

HYPERMOTARD 939

XDUGP1008HBR-AB

CODE PRICE

DUEVO3109T-AB € 450,00

DUEVO3109S-AB € 450,00

DUEVO3109B-AB € 450,00

CODE PRICE
DBGPR30  €            30,00 

DBGPG30  €            45,00 

DBGPR40  €            30,00 

DBGPG40  €            45,00  CODE  PRICE 
DBEVO1001-1  €            35,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €            40,00 

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel with carbon end cap 

CONFIGURATION

HYPERMOTARD 821 : Homologated***  muffler single high + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) for original collectors + carbon heat shield

HYPERMOTARD 939 : Muffler ( racing** ) single high + decatalized link pipe ( racing** ) for original collectors + carbon heat shield

GP07 - End cup and muffler in carbon steel

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version not homologated

€ 600,00

€ 590,00

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

€ 580,00

€ 570,00

***= homologated for vehicle type/engine type B2 var. 00 ver. AA

Omologations and reports

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle type/engine type  is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not matching 

the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-

specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order regarding such 

part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an 

Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

HYPERSTRADA 821

*= homologated for Ducati HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA - 821,1 cc and 81 kW

Spare parts and accessories for GP07 and EVOXTREME

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

All mufflers have a removable dB Killer  removable. 

HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA  939
All the models dedicated to the 821 version are also compatible for the 939 versions. WARNING: all our terminals are not homologated euro 4; if installed in euro 4 versions the HP CORSE terminals are not approved "Racing"

Racing dB Killer**  Ø30 mm for Evoxtreme

Anodized aluminium ring racing**  for GP07 (to use if you 

remove the db killer)

Racing dB Killer**   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme
DBGP00001  €                          50,00 

CONFIGURATION
Homologated dB Killer***  with grid for GP07 (Ø30mm)

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for DUCATI HYPERMOTARD/HYPERSTRADA

HYPERMOTARD 821/939

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel with carbon end cap 

Homologated * single high with titanium body  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) for 

original collectors+ carbon heat shield

Homologated * single high , satin finish  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) for original 

collectors+ carbon heat shield

Homologated * single high with  black satin finishbody  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) 

for original collectors+ carbon heat shield

HYPERMOTARD 939

Homologated * single low with titanium body  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) for 

original collectors

Homologated * single low with satin finish s.s.  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) for 

original collectors

Homologated * single low with black satin finish s.s.  + no kat link pipe ( racing** ) 

for original collectors

HYPERMOTARD 821
CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION

Homologated dB Killer***  with anodized aluminim ring for  GP07 (Ø30mm)

Racing dB Killer**   with grid for  GP07 (Ø40mm)

RacingdB Killer**  with anodized aluminim ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

Homologated muffler * single low, titanium body + decatalized link pipe 

( racing** ) for original collector

Homologated muffler*  single low, stainless steel satin finish + decatalized 

link pipe ( racing** ) for original collector

Homologated muffler* single low, black satin finish + decatalized link pipe 

( racing** ) for original collector



CODE PRICE

CODE PRICE

DBEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

Photos available at this link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5xbtqizugtflw8i/AADMA-A8jiqhUeqUBIEoIZ_Ia?dl=0

Listino prezzi terminali HP CORSE per DUCATI MONSTER

 696 (2008-2014)  - 796 (2010-2014) - 1100 (2010-2014)

HYDROFORM- Double hydroformed stainless steel muffler with a removable  "dbkiller"

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)  

CONFIGURATION

Homologated* double stainless 

steel satin finish silencer + link 

pipe for original collectors + 2 db 

killer racing** 

DUHY1005-AB € 800,00

Homologated* double ceramic 

black stainless steel silencer + link 

pipe for original collectors + 2 db 

killer racing** 

DUHY1005BLACK-1B € 900,00

** =  silencer and/or link pipe and/or components available only in "racing" version - not homologated

Homologations and reports

Spare Parts and components

All prices are VAT excluded

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

dB Killer racing**  Ø35mm for hydroform

CONFIGURATION

HP CORSE's silencer are homologated acc. to "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

               The product is considered a "spare part" for the purposes of the CARB regulation only in the case where the catalytic converter (-i) (-i) is not modified or removed and in the event 

that no modifications are made to the control unit and any sensors of the exhaust.

*= homologated for Ducati Monster -  58,8 kw - 64 kw - 69,8 - 73,5 kw

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm for hydroform



CODE PRICE

XDUHYM797S-AB € 450,00

XDUHYM797B-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE

XDUHYM797S-AC € 700,00

XDUHYM797B-AC € 780,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XDUHYCM797S-AB € 500,00 XDUHYCM797B-AB € 560,00

T

e

r

m

i

PRICE

€ 450,00

€ 510,00

XDUHYM79720PS-AB

XDUHYM79720PB-AB

CODE

All prices are VAT excluded

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

*=  muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing"  version (not homologated)

All the mufflers (excluding the Hydroform Race) are supplied with a Ø35mm extractable bD Killer.

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish  single low racing* muffler   + link pipe for 

original collector

Ceramic black  single low racing*  muffler   + link pipe for 

original collector

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish  single low racing*  muffler

+ "skrew" link pipe for original collector

Ceramic black finish  single low racing*  muffler

+ "skrew" link pipe for original collector

Single low silencer racing* satin finish  + link pipe for original collectors 

(Silencer soundproofed ,  no "db killer")

Single low silencer racing* ceramic black  + link pipe for original collectors 

(Silencer soundproofed ,  no "db killer")

CONFIGURATION

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE for DUCATI MONSTER 797

Satin finish  single low racing* muffler   + link pipe for 

original collector

HYDROFORM CLASSIC - hydroforming stainless steel muffler with a removable dbkiller + stainless steel heat shield with three 

holes  (available in satin finish stainless steel or ceramic black stainless steel)

HYDROFORM CORSE - hydroformed stainless steel muffler + s.s. end cup +laser cut grid - no  "dbkiller" 

(available in stainless steel satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel)

Photos available at this link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ltvgnvshlb5mde5/AADzKT3K7-NTbUm0fHuN7JnHa?dl=0

Ceramic black single low racing*  muffler  + link pipe for 

original collector

CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION

HYDROFORM - hydroformed stainless steel muffler with a removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or 



CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XDUEVO26M797T-AB € 510,00

XDUEVO26M797S-AB € 450,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XDUEVO26M797T-AC € 810,00

XDUEVO26M797S-AC € 750,00

T

e

r

m

i
dB Killer racing*   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme DBEVO1001-2  €             40,00 

dB Killer racing*   Ø30 mm for Evoxtreme DBEVO1001-1  €             40,00 

CODICE PREZZO CODICE PREZZO

XDUGPM797SR-AB € 400,00 XDUGPM797SG-AB € 420,00

XDUGPM797BR-AB € 420,00 XDUGPM797BG-AB € 440,00

T

e

r

m

i

n
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r

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XDUGPM797SR-AC € 720,00 XDUGPM797SG-AC € 740,00

XDUGPM797BR-AC € 750,00 XDUGPM797BG-AC € 770,00

T
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r
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CODE PRICE

DBGPR40  €             30,00 

DBGPG40  €             45,00 

DBGPR30  €             30,00 

DBGPG30  €             45,00 

PRICE

€ 50,00

2019 - Muffler HP CORSE for DUCATI MONSTER 797

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)-

  (straight link pipe)

CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION

Titanium body muffler  racing* single low   + straight link 

pipe racing* (decatalyzed) for original collectors
Black satin finish  muffler racing*  version single low + 

racing*  straight pipe for original collector (not catalyzed)
XDUEVO26M797B-AB € 480,00

Black satin finish muffler  racing* single low   + straight 

link pipe racing* (decatalyzed) for original collectors

Satin black single low racing* + not catalyzed traight link 

pipe  racing*   for original collector (end cup with grid)

Satin black single  low racing*  + not catalyzed straight 

link pipe racing*   for original collector  (end cup with 

anodized aluminium ring)

CONFIGURAZIONE CONFIGURAZIONE

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

 (spiral link pipe)

€ 780,00

CONFIGURATIONCONFIGURATION

Titanium body muffler  racing* single low   + spiral link 

pipe racing* (decatalyzed) for original collectors

Black satin finish muffler  racing* single low   + spiral link 

pipe racing* (decatalyzed) for original collectors

Black satin finish  muffler racing*  version single low + 

racing*  spiral link pipe for original collector (not 

catalyzed)

XDUEVO26M797B-AC

*=  muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing"  version (not homologated)

*= muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

dB Killer racing* with grid  (diametro 40mm)

dB Killer racing* whit anodized aluminium ring (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing*  with grid (diametro 30mm)

All the mufflers are supplied with dB Killer extractable.

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official 

warranty is guaranteed.

dB Killer racing* whit anodized aluminium ring (Ø40mm)

CONFIGURATION

Spare parts and components for GP07
CONFIGURATION

DBGP0001

Anodized aluminium ring racing* to use if you remove the 

db killer

CODE

Photos available at this link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ltvgnvshlb5mde5/AADzKT3K7-NTbUm0fHuN7JnHa?dl=0

Satin black  single low racing* + not catalyzed spiral link 

pipe  racing*   for original collector (end cup with grid)

Satin black single  low racing*   + not catalyzed spiral link 

pipe racing*   for original collector  (end cup with 

anodized aluminium ring)

GP07- End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

straight link pipe

Satin single low racing* + not catalyzed traight link pipe 

racing*   for original collector (end cup with grid)

Satin single low racing* + not catalyzed traight link pipe 

racing*  for original collector (end cup with grid)

Satin single low racing* + not catalyzed spiral link pipe 

racing*   for original collector (end cup with grid)

Satin single  low racing* + not catalyzed spiral link pipe 

racing*   for original collector  (end cup with anodized 

aluminium ring)

CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION

GP07-End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

spiral link pipe



CONFIGURATION CODES PRICES CODES PRICES

Homologated *  single low hydroform 

classic line  + link pipe for original 

collector  + satin three holes cover 

DUHY1010-AB € 500,00 DUHY1010BLACK-AB € 560,00

Homologated *  single low hydroform 

classic line  + link pipe for original 

collector  (without satin three holes 

cover)

DUHY1010NC-AB € 450,00 DUHY1010NCBLACK-AB € 510,00

CONFIGURATION CODES PRICES CODES PRICES

Homologated **  single low muffler  

(end cup with anodized aluminium 

ring) + spiral link pipe for original 

collector

DUGP1010SG-AC € 740,00 DUGP1010BG-AC € 770,00

Homologated **  single low muffler  

(end cup with inox grid) + spiral link 

pipe for original collector

DUGP1010SR-AC € 720,00 DUGP1010BR-AC € 750,00

Homologated **  single low muffler  

(end cup with anodized aluminium 

ring) + link pipe for original collector

DUGP1010SG-AB € 420,00 DUGP1010BG-AB € 440,00

Homologated **  single low muffler  

(end cup with inox grid) + link pipe for 

original collector

DUGP1010SR-AB € 400,00 DUGP1010BR-AB € 420,00

CODICE PREZZO

DUEVO2610T-AB € 520,00

DUEVO2610S-AB € 450,00

DUEVO2610B-AB € 450,00

DUEVO2610T-AC € 850,00

DUEVO2610S-AC € 780,00

DUEVO2610B-AC € 800,00

CODES PRICES
DBGPR30  €         30,00 

DBGPG30  €         45,00 

DBGPR40  €         30,00 

DBGPG40  €         45,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

DBHY1001  €         60,00 

DBHY1001-1  €         35,00  CODE  PRICE 
DBHY1001-2  €         40,00 DBGP00001  €                             50,00 

Homologated dB Killer* for Hydroform Ø30mm

Racing dB Killer*** for Hydroform Ø35mm

Black satin finish Stainless steel  Homologated**  muffler  single low + spiral link pipe 

for original collectors + "db killer" extractable

VERSIONECONFIGURAZIONE

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE for DUCATI SCRAMBLER

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

SATIN VERSION SATIN BLACK VERSION

Modelli Scrambler compatible (EURO3): ICON - CLASSIC - FULL THROTTLE - STREET CLASSIC - CAFE' RACE

HYDROFORM CLASSIC - Hydroforming stainless steel muffler with satin three holes cover and removable "dbkiller"(available in 

ceramic black version or satin finish version)

CERAMIC BLACK VERSION

All prices are VAT excluded

**=  homologated for vehicle type/engine type K1 var. 00/02/03 ver. AA-K1 var. 01 ver. JA

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

Anodized aluminium Racing*** for 

GP07 exhaust (to be used if you 

remove the db killer)

Homologated dB Killer**   with grid for GP07 Ø30mm

CONFIGURATION

Homologated  dB Killer** with anodized aluminum ring for GP07 Ø30mm

Racing dB Killer***  whit grid for GP07 Ø40mm

Racing dB Killer***  with anodized aluminum ring for GP07 Ø40mm

Homologated  dB Killer*   Ø32 mm for Evoxtreme

Homologated dB Killer*   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme

*** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

*= homologated for Ducati Scrambler 803cc e 55 kw

Racing dB Killer*** for Hydroform Ø40mm

Omologations and reports

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle  type/engine type  is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not 

matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an 

exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order 

regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems 

has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply 

with those laws.

All the prices are without VAT

SATIN VERSION

All mufflers has a removable dB Killer  removable. 

Compatible Scrambler models (EURO4): ICON - CLASSIC - FULL THROTTLE - CAFE' RACER - MACH 2.0
WARNING: All the above mentioned terminals also mount on the Scrambler Euro4 versions, but this approval is valid only for the models explicitly indicated in the approval certificate (see "Omologation an reports")

Homologated**  muffler  single low with titanium body   + straight link pipe for original 

collectors + "db killer" extractable

Black satin finish Stainless steel  Homologated**  muffler  single low + straight link pipe 

for original collectors + "db killer" extractable

Homologated**  muffler  single low with titanium body   + spiral link pipe for original 

collectors + "db killer" extractable

Satin finish Stainless steel  Homologated**  muffler  single low + spiral link pipe for 

original collectors + "db killer" extractable

Photos available at this link: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hc8kefmk2zir90s/AAAZA7Pt0dVwRp9ngfjMBlb4a?dl=0

Spare parts for HYDROFORM, GP07, EVOXTREME

EVOXTREME -  Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller" 

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

Satin finish Stainless steel  Homologated**  muffler  single low + straight link pipe for 

original collectors + "db killer" extractable



Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium  body, satin steel end cup, 

black carbon cover and link pipe for 

original collectors

Code

HO4T1022T-AB

Price

€ 635,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stanless steel ceranic black finish 

body, satin steel end cup, black 

carbon cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

HO4T1022C-AB

Price

€ 590,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stainless  steel satin finish  body, 

satin steel end cup, black carbon 

cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

HO4T1022S-AB

Price

€ 510,00

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE - HONDA CRF 1000L AFRICA TWIN

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - Regolamento Dalegao (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016  - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": SD04E/SD06E

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of 

conformity. Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle 

type on the registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the 

specific model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors 

of the exhaust

Approvals and information

Link where is possible to see and download photos - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1x7n5w359ckmfgy/AAB9wIqiiR1_GAI2xL_rYAP5a?dl=0



CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

Single low silencer 360mm lenght titanium body + link pipe 

for original collectors - ( Homologation* Euro4 )
HOEVOADV1T-AB € 380,00

Single low silencer 310mm lenght titanium body + link pipe 

for original collectors (Only Racing**  version)
XHOEVOADV1T-AB € 380,00

Single low silencer 360mm lenght  satin finish + link pipe for 

original collectors - ( Homologation* Euro4 )
HOEVOADV1S-AB € 380,00

Single low silencer 310mm lenght satin finish + link pipe for 

original collectors (Only Racing**  version)
XHOEVOADV1S-AB € 360,00

Single low silencer 360mm lenght  black satin  finish +link 

pipe for original collectors  - (Homologation* Euro4)
HOEVOADV1B-AB € 390,00

Single low silencer 310mm lenght black satin finish + link 

pipe for original collectors (Only Racing**  version)
XHOEVOADV1B-AB € 370,00

DBEVO1001-2 € 40,00

 *= HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to  "EU" - 134/2014 - 2016/1824 G

Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of 

registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web 

site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific 

models.

        California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an 

Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any 

statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely 

responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws  and to comply with those laws.

All the prices are without VAT

2018 - Mufflers HP CORSE for HONDA X-ADV

EVOXTREME - Silencer with carbon end cap

 (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. body or black satin finish body)

All the racing** mufflers are supplied with dB Killer extractable.

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

Photos available at this link:   https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ku4iwzj5nnnh9ef/AACRnFtF9XesQMx7i9264zNda?dl=0

dB Killer Racing**   Ø40 mm 

* =  HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to  "EU" - 134/2014 - 2016/1824 G

     Omologazione valida per Vehicle type n.: RC95 e4168/2013*00060*  -  Engine Type: RC88E

** = silencer, link pipe and all the accessories are available only in "racing version (not homologated)



CODE PRICE

XINDHY1001B-AAB € 760,00

CODE PRICE

XINDV21001BG-AAB € 600,00

CODE PRICE

XINDV21001PG-AAB € 600,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

"dB Killer" Racing * open  40 mm  for  Hydroform  DBHY1001-2 € 40,00

"dB Killer" Racing * open  40 mm  for  V2  DBHY1001-2C € 60,00

"dB Killer" Racing * open  40 mm  for  V2  DBGPG40 € 45,00 CODE PRICE

"dB Killer" Racing * open  40 mm  for  V2  DBGPG40-C € 60,00 DBGP00001 € 50,00

  2019 - Price list HP CORSE for INDIAN - SCOUT BOBBER

HYDROFORM
Double hydroformed stainless steel exhaust ceramic black with removable "db killer" 

(the silencers are supplied with two pairs of"db killer": 2 open dbk + 2 dbk partially closed) 

V2

Double stainless steel exhaust  with s.s. end cup  with removable 

"db killer" 

Spare parts and components

CONFIGURATION

Double exhaust Hydroform  Racing* ceramic black finish with removable "db killers" + link pipe for original collectors

Double exhaust V2  Racing*  ceramic black finish with "db killers" with anodized aluminium ring removable + link pipe for original collectors

Double exhaust V2  Racing*  mirror finish with "db killers" with anodized aluminium ring removable + link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

Photos are visible and downloadable consult the link::  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/5rbzugks5d9zczy/AADq5_wN-Y6Q37kpyHpoauzoa?dl=0

* = muffler, link pipe and components are available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

All prices are VAT not included

Anodized aluminium Racing*  for V2 exhaust (to be used if 

you remove the db killer)



CODE PRICE

KAHY1019-AB € 450,00

KAHY1019BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE

KAEVO3119T-AB

KAEVO3119S-AB

KAEVO3119B-AB

XKAEVO2619T-AB

XKAEVO2619S-AB

XKAEVO2619B-AB

CONFIGUATION CODE PRICE

€ 390,00

€ 380,00

CODE PRICE

XKAHY20V19-AB € 250,00

XKAHY20V19BLACK-AB € 300,00

XKAHY20P19-AB € 450,00

XKAHY20P19BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

DBGPR40  €                      30,00 

DBGPG40  €                      45,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €                      40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €                      40,00 

€ 430,00

€ 460,00

€ 430,00

€ 460,00

Spare parts and components for HYDROFORM, GP07 and EVOXTREME

CONFIGURATION

HYDROFORM-CORSA  Hydroformed stainless steel short muffler without  "dbkiller"+ stainless steel end cup

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

Racing**   satin finish

(empty silencer, not soundproofing inside, no "db killer" inside)

Racing**   ceramic black finish

(empty silencer, soundproofing inside and  no "db killer" inside)

Racing**   ceramic black finish

(empty silencer, not soundproofing inside and  no "db killer" 

inside)

Racing**   satin finish

(empty silencer, soundproofing inside and  no "db killer" inside)

Photos available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ponilormc9pvyuz/AAD2yQWr6Tp1ZGpODXhYXPsKa?dl=0

Homologated * single low satin finish  + link pipe for 

original collectors  + anodized aluminium heat shield 

Homologated * single low ceramic black  + link pipe for 

original collectors  + anodized aluminium heat shield 

€ 490,00

€ 380,00

XKAGP1019BR-AB

€ 390,00

XKAGP1019BG-AB

EVOXTREME 310mm - Titanium body

Homologated *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat 

shield 

EVOXTREME 260mm - Titanium body

Racing* *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat shield + 

dbkiller racing** Ø40

Racing**  single low muffler (end cup 

with aluminium anodized ring) + link 

pipe for original collector +anodized 

aluminium heat shield  

+ dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm

Racing**  single low muffler (end cup 

with grid) + link pipe for original 

collector + anodized aluminium heat 

shield  

+ dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm

XKAGP1019SG-AB

XKAGP1019SR-AB

All the prices are without VAT

* = homologated for vehicle type/engine type ZR900

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

**=  muffler and/or link pipe and/or component available only for "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

*  = HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  134/2014 - 2016/1824 G

 Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not 

matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an 

exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

        California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order 

regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or 

systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws  

and to comply with those laws.

EVOXTREME 310mm - Black satin finish stainless steel body 

Homologated *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat 

shield 

EVOXTREME 260mm - Satin finish stainless steel body

Racing* *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat shield + 

dbkiller racing** Ø40

Tutti i silenziatori racing** vengono forniti con dB Killer  estraibile. 

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing**  with anodized aluminium ring for  GP07 (Ø40mm) Anodized aluminium ring

(to use if you remove the dbkiller)

CONFIGURATION

DBGP0001
dB Killer racing**   Ø30mm for Evoxtreme

 €          50,00 

dB Killer racing**  with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm fore Evoxtreme

2019 - Mufflers  HP CORSE for KAWASAKI Z900

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller

(available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

HYDROFORM - Hydroformed silencer with removable "dbkiller" - (available in satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

EVOXTREME - Terminale con fondello in carbonio - (disponibile in titanio, inox satinato o inox satinato nero)

CODE/PRICE

CONFIGURATION

€ 490,00

PRICECONFIGURATION

EVOXTREME 260mm - Black satin finish stainless steel body

Racing* *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat shield + 

dbkiller racing** Ø40

EVOXTREME 310mm - Satin finish stainless steel body 

Homologated *  single low+ link pipe for original collectors + anodized aluminium heat 

shield 



CODE PRICE

KT4TS79DC-AB € 550,00

KT4TS79DT-AB € 590,00

KT4TS79DS-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE

KTEVO3179DT-AB € 500,00

KTEVO3179DB-AB € 480,00

KTEVO3179DS-AB € 450,00

CODE PRICE

XKTHY79D30PLS-AB € 650,00

XKTHY79D30PLB-AB € 710,00

CODE PRICE

X
K

T
H

Y
7

9
D

2
0

P
LS

-A
B

€ 650,00

X
K

T
H

Y
7

9
D

2
0

P
LB

-A
B

€ 710,00

CODE PRICE CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

dB Killer racing**  Ø32mm

for Evoxtreme
DBEVO1001-1 € 40,00

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm

for Evoxtreme
DBEVO1001-2 € 40,00

dB Killer racing**  Ø40mm

for Hydroform Short
DBHY1001-2 € 40,00

CONFIGURATION

Homologated * single high with titanium body  + link pipe 

for original collectors

Homologated * single high with s.s. black satin finish 

body  + link pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK SHORT with ceramic 

black body  + carbon cover heat shield and link pipe for 

original collectors

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK SHORT with titaniun 

body  + carbon cover heat shield and link pipe for original 

collectors

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK SHORT with satin finish 

s.s. body  + carbon cover heat shield and link pipe for 

original collectors

2019 - Prices list HP CORSE for KTM 790 DUKE

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel with carbon end cap with a removable dbkiller

 (available in satin finish s.s. or black satin finish s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

** =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not 

matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust 

system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order regarding 

such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received 

such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

*= Homologation work in progress

Homologations and reports

4-TRACK SHORT
 Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

HYDRO-SHORT
hydroformed stainless steel muffler + stainless steel end cup + laser cut grid (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

VERSIONE

Muffler racing**, ceramic black steel body + end laser cutted end 

cup + no-kat  link pipe racing**   for original collectors 

CONFIGURATION

Racing **  stainless steel link pipe (no-kat),  it replace the original 

expansion box.

CONFIGURATION

Photos available at this link  https:  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zwchsim6ydm3bt1/AACs5qGlUdsyOT0peKbTjetKa?dl=0

Homologated * single high with s.s. satin finish  body  + 

link pipe for original collectors

Muffler racing**, stainless steel body + end laser cutted end cup + 

no-kat  link pipe racing**   for original collectors 

XKT1079-C € 200,00

Spare parts and components

HYDROFORM-CORSA-SHORT
hydroformed stainless steel + stainless steel end cup and removable "dbkiller" (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

CONFIGURATION

Racing**   HYDRO-SHORT stainless steel  satin finish with db killer 

Ø40mm removable + link pipe racing**   for original collectors 

Racing**   HYDRO-SHORT stainless steel  ceramic black with db 

killer Ø40mm removable + link pipe racing**   for original collectors 



Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium  body, satin steel end cup, 

black carbon cover and link pipe for 

original collectors

Code

KT4T1022T-AB

Price

€ 720,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stanless steel ceranic black finish 

body, satin steel end cup, black carbon 

cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

KT4T1022C-AB

Price

€ 680,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stainless  steel satin finish  body, 

satin steel end cup, black carbon cover 

and link pipe for original collectors

Code

KT4T1022S-AB

Price

€ 590,00

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE  -  4-TRACK 

 KTM 1050/1090/1190/1290 Adventure/ Super Adventure R/S

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* : HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" -  Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016 - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": 603/607/608

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of 

conformity. Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle 

type on the registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the 

specific model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of 

the exhaust

Approvals and information

Link where is possible to see and download photos  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/watim6v80n91jno/AABaoAf-150x6l74K1RMpufja?dl=0



CODE PRICE

XKTEVO2601T-AB € 480,00

XKTEVO3101T-AB € 480,00

XKTEVO2601S-AB € 430,00

XKTEVO3101S-AB € 430,00

XKTEVO2601B-AB € 460,00

XKTEVO3101B-AB € 460,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

Homologated**  muffler single low 

muffler  (end cup with anodized 

aluminium ring) + link pipe for original 

collector
KTGP1001SG-AB

€ 410,00

KTGP1001BG-AB

€ 430,00

Homologated* muffler  single low 

(end cup with inox grid) + link pipe for 

original collectors

KTGP1001SR-AB

€ 400,00

KTGP1001BR-AB

€ 410,00

CODE PRICE

XKTEVO2617T-AB € 480,00

XKTEVO3117T-AB € 480,00

XKTEVO2617S-AB € 430,00

XKTEVO3117S-AB € 430,00

XKTEVO2617B-AB € 460,00

XKTEVO3117B-AB € 460,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

Racing*  muffler single low muffler  

(end cup with anodized aluminium 

ring) + link pipe for original collector

XKTGP1017SG-AB

€ 410,00

XKTGP1017BG-AB

€ 430,00

Racing*  muffler single low  (end cup 

with inox grid) + link pipe for original 

collectors

XKTGP1017SR-AB

€ 400,00

XKTGP1017BR-AB

€ 410,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE
DBGPR40  €                      30,00 

DBGPG40  €                      45,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €                      40,00 

Spare parts and components for GP07 and EVOXTREME

EVOXTREME - Silencer with carbon end cup and removalble "dbkiller"- (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. body black satin finish s.s. body)

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght black satin finish s.s. body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

All prices are VAT excluded

**= homologated for vehicle type/engine type KTM Superduke var. A2

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

The homologated HP CORSE's mufflers respects the law "EU" -  97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9°

 Vehicle  type/engine type  is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not 

matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an 

exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order 

regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems 

has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply 

with those laws.

* =   muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and approvals

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for KTM SUPER DUKE 1290  R/GT

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

Model KTM SD 1290 R  '14-'16

Model KTM SD 1290 GT   '16-UP

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

EVOXTREME - Silencer with carbon end cup and removalble "dbkiller"- (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. body black satin finish s.s. body)

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Photos available at this link  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wmjkwrm9dfoih9s/AAC3iag1gtrh3WRbE0lXXAlZa?dl=0

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght titanium body   + link pipe for 

original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght titanium body   + link pipe for 

original collectors

DBGP0001  €          50,00 
dB Killer with anodized aluminum ring for GP07 Ø40mm

dB Killer  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION

Anodized aluminium ring Racing* for 

GP07 exhaust (to be used if you 

remove the db killer)
All mufflers have a removable dB Killer  removable. 

dB Killer  with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

Photos available at this link  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5s576x8y04bq06/AABrIqrd36oF9a4hqQlMeGSPa?dl=0

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght black satin finish s.s. body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght black satin finish s.s. body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght titanium body   + link pipe for 

original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght titanium body   + link pipe for 

original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 310mm lenght satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght black satin finish s.s. body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

CONFIGURATION



CODE PRICE

XKTSDEVO2602T-AB € 480,00

XKTSDEVO2602S-AB € 430,00

XKTSDEVO2602B-AB € 460,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

Racing*  muffler single low  satin finish (satin finsh 

s.s. end cup) + link pipe for original collectors + 

components:

- anodized aluminium ring

- db killer Ø40mm with s.s. grid

- db killer  Ø40mm with anodized aluminum ring

XKTSDGP1002S-AB € 430,00

Racing*  muffler single low  black satin finish (satin 

finsh s.s. end cup) + link pipe for original collectors + 

components:

- anodized aluminium ring

- db killer Ø40mm with s.s. grid

- db killer  Ø40mm with anodized aluminum ring

XKTSDGP1002B-AB € 400,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

Racing*   exhaust,  single low with removable 

"dbkiller" + link pipe for original collector
XKTSDHY3002S-AB € 430,00 XKTSDHY3002B-AB € 480,00

CODE PRICE
DBGPR40  €                             30,00 

DBGPG40  €                             45,00 

DBGP0001  €                             50,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €                             40,00 

DBHY1001-2  €                             40,00 

dB Killer whit grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

Spare parts and components for GP07 and EVOXTREME

Anodized aluminium ring for GP07 exhaust (to be used if you remove the db killer)

dB Killer Ø40mm for Hydrofor-Short

CONFIGURATION 

HYDROFORM-SHORT - Hudroformed silencer with removable "dbkiller"- (available satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel).

SATIN FINISH
CONFIGURATION

CERAMIC BLACK

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght black satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght titanium body   + link pipe for original 

collectors

CONFIGURATION

2019 - Price list HP CORSE 

KTM SD 1290 R  2017-UP

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

EVOXTREME - Silencer with carbon end cup and removalble "dbkiller"- (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. body black satin finish s.s. body)

Racing*  single low muffler 260mm lenght satin finish s.s. body   + link pipe for 

original collectors

All prices are VAT excluded

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

* =   muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

Photos availble at this link:  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/m3ns1w7b1zr1gfd/AAAJ1l-sb2ST_MQFoSAJWbFYa?dl=0

dB Killer with anodized aluminum ring for GP07 Ø40mm

dB Killer  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

All the silencers has the dbkiller removable. 



CODE PRICE

XKTEVO2639T-AB € 400,00

XKTEVO2639S-AB € 320,00

XKTEVO2639B-AB € 350,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

Homologated** ,  single low (end cup 

with aluminium anodized ring) + link 

pipe for original collectors 

KTGP1039SG-AB

€ 300,00

KTGP1039BG-AB

€ 320,00

Homologated** ,  single low (end cup 

with s.s. grid) + link pipe for original 

collectors 

KTGP1039SR-AB

€ 300,00

KTGP1039BR-AB

€ 320,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

Racing* ,  single low (end cup with 

aluminium anodized ring) + link pipe 

for original collectors 

XKTGP1039SG-AB

€ 300,00

XKTGP1039BG-AB

€ 320,00

Racing* ,  single low (end cup with s.s. 

grid) + link pipe for original collectors 

XKTGP1039SR-AB

€ 300,00

XKTGP1039BR-AB

€ 320,00

CONFIGURATION

CODE PRICE

XKTHY1039-AB € 350,00

CODE PRICE

XKTHY1039BLACK-AB € 380,00

CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE

Racing*  stainless steel pipe (no kat) to 

remove the catalyst
XKT1039-D € 100,00

Racing*  stainless steel link pipe (no 

kat) it replace the expansion box
XKT1039-C € 150,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE
DBGPR40  €                      30,00 

DBGPG40  €                      45,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €                      40,00 

DBHY1001-1  €                      35,00 

BLACK SATIN FINISH

Photos available at this link : https://www.dropbox.com/sh/s07w4hdbd2jit1i/AAD8PmGlSluSFV9YDu_kSBvKa?dl=0

Anodized aluminium ring 

to use if you remuve the dbkiller

All the exhausts has the removable dbkiller

dB Killer  with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

LINK PIPE  - Stainless steel

HYDROFORM -Hydroforming stainless steel muffler with removable "dbkiller"

 (available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)
SATIN FINISH

Hydroform racing*    single low +  link 

pipe for original collectors 
CERAMIC BLACK

CONFIGURATION

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for KTM DUKE 390

Modello KTM DUKE 390    2017-UP

KTM  DUKE 390   -  anni 2017 -UP

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

Evoxtreme racing* 260mm lenght, single low with titanium body   + link pipe 

for original collectors

Evoxtreme racing* 260mm lenght, single low with satin finish body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

Evoxtreme racing* 260mm lenght, single low with ceramic black body   + link 

pipe for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

KTM  DUKE 390   -  anni 2013-2016
SATIN FINISH

GP07- Stainless steel muffler

All the prices are without VAT

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or accessories available only "racing" version (not homologated)

Homologations and reports

dB Killer  Ø35mm for Hydroform

Spare parts and components

DBGP0001  €          50,00 

dB Killer with anodized aluminium ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

CONFIGURATION



MODEL OF MOTORCYCLE CONFIGURATION CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

BRUTALE:  910, 750 (euro2)

Single low homologated *  muffler + link pipe racing**  2 

in 1 for original collectors + db killer racing**  Ø 40mm

( with removable "db killer" )
MVHY1001-AB € 660,00 MVHY1001BLACK-AB € 710,00

Muffler with insonorization  inside no dbkiller , no "db killer"

€ 660,00

€ 710,00

XMV20P01-AB

XMVHY20P01BLACK-AB

 Hydro-Corsa racing**  satin finish single low+ link pipe for original collectors

Hydro-Corsa racing**  ceramic black single low + link pipe for original collectors

HYDROFORM-CORSA - Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

MODEL OF MOTORCYCLE CONFIGURATION (only Racing**)

2019 - Models HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA 

HYDROFORM - Hydroformed exhaust with removable "dbkiller" (available in s.s. satin finish or ceramic black stainless steel) 

LINK   -  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ekchivm15zef1ob/AAB_x7UywxAEZTAaVhTSmy0Pa?dl=0

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

MV BRUTALE BRUTALE:  910/750 (until 2006)

PRICECODE



CODE PRICE

MV3HY1004SCP-A € 1.100,00

MV3HY1004SCG-A € 1.150,00

MV3HY1004BCG-A € 1.300,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

MVHY1004-AB € 660,00 MVHY1004BLACK-AB € 710,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XMVHY20V04-AB € 430,00 XMVHY20V04BLACK-AB € 480,00

XMVHY20P04-AB € 660,00 XMVHY20P04BLACK-AB € 710,00

CODE PRICE

MVEVO3104LT-AB € 680,00

MVEVO3104LS-AB € 610,00

MVEVO3104LB-AB € 640,00

CODE PRICE

DBHY1001  €         60,00 

DBHY1001-1  €         35,00 

DBHY1001-2  €         40,00 

DBHEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBHEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

EVOXTREME
Muffler with carbon end cap ( with a removable "db killer")

Homologated** single low + link pipe for original collectors  

+ db killer racing***   Ø 40mm

hydroform-corsa racing*** single low + link pipe for original collectors 

(exhaust  without insonorization , no "db killer")

CERAMIC BLACK

HYDROFORM CORSA
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISHCONFIGURATION

hydroform-corsa racing*** single low + link pipe for original collectors 

(exhaust with insonorization , no "db killer")

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA BRUTALE/DRAGSTER 675/800 (<2016)

HYDRO-TRE  Exhaust with three soundproofed hydroformed pipes with anodized aluminum end caps

HYDROFORM
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + stainless steel heat shield

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + carbon heat shield

Ceramic black finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* 

for original collectors + carbon heat shield

CONFIGURATION

**=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° - Homologation validfor motorbike with this power:  80/86/92/94,2/97/103/108,3 kw

***=   muffler and link pipe available only in "racing"  version

dB Killer  Ø 32 mm  (Evoxtreme)

dB Killer Ø 40 mm (Evoxtreme)

*=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° 

Homologation valid for this "Engine Type": B31 - B3 var. 10 ver. AA - 3B var. 11 ver. AA - B3 var. 20 ver. AA - B3 var. 22 ver. BA - B3 var. 20 ver. BB - B3 var. 22 ver. BB - S3 var. 10 ver. AA - S3 var. 20 

ver. BA - T3 var. 10 ver. AB

Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of 

registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web 

site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific 

models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued 

an Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make 

any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely 

responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

All prices are VAT excluded

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer homologated** Ø 30 mm (Hydroform) 

dB Killer racing*** Ø 35 mm  (Hydroform)

dB Killer racing*** Ø 40 mm (Hydroform) 

Spare parts and components

Photos available at this link   - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pb7tkqlbqvod3ie/AACCFDl2tRqYT6e7k7VsOgyTa?dl=0

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

Evoxtreme muffler with titanium body  homologated** single low + " S" link pipe for original collectors  

+ db killer racing***   Ø 40mm

Evoxtreme muffler with ceramic black s.s. body  homologated** single low + " S" link pipe for original 

collectors   + db killer racing***   Ø 40mm

CONFIGURATION

Evoxtreme muffler with satin finish s.s. body  homologated** single low + " S" link pipe for original 

collectors   + db killer racing***   Ø 40mm



CODE PRICE
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CODE PRICE CODE PRICE
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€ 710,00

PRICE

€ 630,00

€ 560,00

€ 590,00

€ 900,00

€ 800,00

€ 830,00

CODE PRICE

DBHY1001-2  €        40,00 

DBHEVO1001-2  €        40,00 

CODE

XMVHY20P04-N-AB

PRICE

€ 710,00

Hydroform-corsa racing* single low muffler+ link pipe for original collectors 

(muffler with insonorization inside no dbkiller , no "db killer")

XMVHY20P04-N-AB

PRICE

€ 660,00

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing*   Ø40 mm (Hydroform) 

2019- Mufflers HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA BRUTALE (>2016)

HYDRO-TRE - Exhaust with three soundproofed hydroformed pipes with anodized aluminum end caps

Link where is possible to see and download photo   - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sezpbycz9evem0i/AADKoFEpnffEYzM5yGuy8eMca?dl=0

HYDROFORM- Hydroformed stainless steel muffler with a removable  "dbkiller"

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE  racing* for original collectors 

+ stainless steel heat shield

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE racing* for original collectors 

+ carbon heat shield

Ceramic black  HYDRO-TRE racing* for original 

collectors + carbon heat shield

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing*  Ø40 mm  (Evoxtreme)

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or component available only for "racing" version (not homologated)

All the silencers (except the Hydroform-Corsa) have the removable DB Killer.

Spare parts and components

Muffler hydroform Racing* single low + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

CERAMIC BLACK

HYDROFORM CORSE-  Hydroformed stainless steel short muffler without  "dbkiller"+ stainless steel end cup

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

SATIN FINISHCONFIGURATION CODE

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

Muffler racing*   with titanium body single high +  spiral link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*  

Ø40mm
XMVEVO3104LT-N-AS

XMVEVO3104LS-N-AS

XMVEVO3104LB-N-AS

Muffler racing*   with stainless steel satin finish body single high + spiral link pipe for original collectors  + db killer 

racing*   Ø40mm

Muffler racing*   with black stainless steel satin finish body single high + spiral link pipe for original collectors  + 

db killer racing*   Ø40mm

Photos available at this link   -  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fuhoxkgqmm2b26o/AAB1VRCOWDvDnnKQm7VcVgPta?dl=0

CONFIGURATION CODICE

Muffler racing*   with titanium body single high + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm XMVEVO3104HT-N-AB

Muffler racing*   with stainless steel satin finish body single high + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer 

racing*   Ø40mm
XMVEVO3104HS-N-AB

Muffler racing*   with black stainless steel satin finish body single high + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer 

racing*   Ø40mm
XMVEVO3104HB-N-AB



PRICE

2019- Price list HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA DRAGSTER  (2018 UP)

HYDRO-TRE  Exhaust with three soundproofed hydroformed pipes with anodized aluminum end caps

CONFIGURATION CODE

€ 1.100,00
Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE  racing* for original collectors + 

stainless steel heat shield XMV3HY1006SCP-N-A

€ 1.150,00
Ceramic black  HYDRO-TRE racing* for original collectors + 

carbon heat shield XMV3HY1006SCG-N-A

€ 1.300,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE
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€ 710,00

PRICE

€ 630,00

€ 560,00

€ 590,00

PRICE

€ 900,00

€ 800,00

€ 830,00

PRICE

€ 530,00

€ 560,00

€ 750,00

€ 780,00

CODE PRICE

DBHY1001-2  €                          40,00 

DBHEVO1001-2  €                          40,00 

DBGPG40  €                          45,00 

CONFIGURATION CODE

XMVHY20P06BLACK-N-AB

Evoxtreme satin stinless steel muffler  bodyracing * single low + " S" link pipe for original collectors   +  db killer 

racing*   Ø 40mm

XMVEVO3106T-N-AS

XMVEVO3106S-N-AS

Evoxtreme black satin stainless steel  muffler  body racing* single low + " S" link pipe for original collectors   +  

db killer racing*   Ø 40mm
XMVEVO3106B-N-AS

Evoxtreme muffler with titanium body  racing* single low + " S" link pipe for original collectors   +  db killer 

racing*   Ø 40mm

EVOXTREME
Muffler with carbon end cap ( with a removable Ø40 "db killer")

CODE

XMVEVO3106HT-N-AB
Evoxtreme muffler with titanium body  racing* single low + link pipe for original collectors   +  db killer racing*  

Ø 40mm

PRICE

HYDROFORM
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

Terminale HYDRO-TRE racing*  in acciaio ceramizzato 

nero  a tre canne idroformate per collettori originali + 

cover in carbonio

CONFIGURATION

XMV3HY1006BCG-N-A

€ 710,00

Hydroform Corse racing*  single low + link pipe for original collectors

(muffler with insonorization inside, no  "db killer")

XMVHY20P06-N-AB

PRICE

€ 660,00

Evoxtreme muffler with satin stainless steel body  racing* single low + link pipe for original collectors   +  db 

killer racing*   Ø 40mm

Evoxtreme muffler with ceramic black stainless steel body  racing* single low + link pipe for original collectors  

+  db killer racing*   Ø 40mm

XMVEVO3106HS-N-AB

XMVEVO3106HB-N-AB

CONFIGURATION

Hydroform racing* single low + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

CERAMIC BLACK

HYDROFORM CORSA
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISHCONFIGURATION CODECODE

GP07
Muffler and end cup in stainless steel  (with removable "db killer"  Ø40mm with anodized aluminium ring)

CONFIGURATION CODE

Muffler single high  racing* satin finish  + spiral link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm XMVGP1006LSG-N-AS

Muffler single high  racing* satin finish  + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm XMVGP1006HSG-N-AB

Muffler single high  racing* black satin finish  + link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm XMVGP1006HBG-N-AB

dB Killer racing*  with aluminium ring for GP07

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or component available only for "racing" version (not homologated)

All the racing mufflers are supplied with dB Killer extractable. (except for Hydroform-Corsa) 

CONFIGURATION - db killer Ø40 mm 

dB Killer racing*  for Hydroform 

dB Killer racing*  for Evoxtreme

Muffler single high  racing* black satin finish  + spiral link pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm XMVGP1006LBG-N-AS

Spare parts and components

Photos available at this link   - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fb8ay2t5y2v9753/AADJj2LBgGdKil5BHErGIShna?dl=0

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.



VERSION CODE

MVHY1003-AB € 660,00

MVHY1003BLACK-AB € 710,00

CODE PRICE

MVEVO3103HT-AB € 680,00

MVEVO3103HS-AB € 600,00

MVEVO3103HB-AB € 630,00

PRICE

€ 680,00

€ 610,00

€ 640,00

CODE PRICE

DBHY1001  €        60,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €        35,00 

DBHY1001-2  €        40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €        40,00 

PRICE

€ 800,00

2019- Price list HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA F3 675/800

HYDROFORM- Hydroformed stainless steel muffler with a removable  "dbkiller"

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)  

Spare parts and components

CERAMIC BLACK

HYDROFORM-CORSA- Hydroformed stainless steel short muffler without  "dbkiller"+ stainless steel end cup

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

SATIN FINISHCONFIGURATION

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

CODE

PRICE

€ 710,00

Hydroform Corse racing*  single low + link pipe for original collectors

(Exhaust with soundoroof inside without  "db killer")

XMVHY20P03-AB

MVEVO3103LB-AB

Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with satin finish  stainless steel body, single low + spiral link 

pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

MVEVO3103LT-AB

Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with titanium body , single low + spiral  link pipe for original 

collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

CODE

PRICE

€ 660,00

XMVHY20P03BLACK-AB

MVEVO3103LS-AB

Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with ceramic black  body , single low + spiral link pipe for 

original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with titanium 

body , single high + link pipe for original collectors  + db 

killer racing*   Ø40mm
Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with satin finish 

stainless steel body, single high + link pipe for original 

collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

Homologated** single low muffler  satin finish + link 

pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

Homologated** single low muffler  ceramic black + link 

pipe for original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

CONFIGURATION

Evoxtreme muffler homologated***  with ceramic 

black  stainless steel body, single high + link pipe for 

original collectors  + db killer racing*   Ø40mm

CONFIGURATION

CODE

Photos available at this link   - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/4s8md7h8e5zcs5j/AABxc9rtMbJaBSwYJ0ztn5nza?dl=0

Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° 

Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case 

on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information 

carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the 

part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems 

conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

**= homologated for engine with 97/94,2/108,3 kw - EURO3

***= homologated for engine with 94,2/108,3/108,8 kw - EURO 3

Homologated** dbkiller for Hydroform Ø30mm

Homologated*** dbkiller for EVOXTREME Ø32mm

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

All the exhaust  (except Hydroform-Corsa) has the DB Killer removable

* = exhaust, link pipe and componets available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

CONFIGURATION

Homologated** dbkiller for Hydroform Ø40mm

Homologated*** dbkiller for EVOXTREME Ø4mm

Satin finish Stainless steel collectors (no Kat, Racing*)

(available with nipple for the lambda probe+ on 

request for test bench probe)

CODE

MVHY1003-C



CODE PRICE

MV3HY1005SCP-A € 1.100,00

MV3HY1005SCG-A € 1.150,00

MV3HY1005BCG-A € 1.300,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

MVHY1005-AB € 610,00 MVHY1005BLACK-AB € 660,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

XMVHY20P05-AB € 610,00 XMVHY20P05BLACK-AB € 660,00

PRICE

€ 680,00

€ 610,00

€ 640,00

CODE PRICE

DBHY1001  €         60,00 

DBHY1001-1  €         35,00 

DBHY1001-2  €         40,00 

DBHEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBHEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

EVOXTREME
Muffler with carbon end cap with a removable "db killer" (available with tianium body, stainless steel satin finish or black satin finish stainless steel)

Homologated**  single low + link pipe for original 

collectors  

+ db killer racing***  Ø 40mm

CERAMIC BLACK

HYDROFORM CORSA
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISHCONFIGURATION

hydroform-corsa racing***  single low + link pipe for original collectors 

(exhaust with insonorization , no "db killer")

2019 - Price list HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA   RIVALE

HYDRO-TRE   Exhaust with three soundproofed hydroformed pipes with anodized aluminum end caps

HYDROFORM
Stainless steel hydroformed exhaust with satin finish stainless steel end cup with a laser cut grid (available also in the ceramic black version) 

SATIN FINISH CERAMIC BLACK

CONFIGURATION

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + stainless steel heat shield

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + carbon heat shield

Ceramc black finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* 

for original collectors + carbon heat shield

CONFIGURATION

**=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° - Homologation valid for motorbike with this power:  80/86/92/94,2/97/103/108,3 kw

***=   muffler and link pipe available only in "racing"  version

dB Killer  Ø32 mm  (Evoxtreme)

dB Killer Ø40 mm (Evoxtreme)

*=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° 

Homologation valid for these "Engine Type": B31 - B3 var. 10 ver. AA - 3B var. 11 ver. AA - B3 var. 20 ver. AA - B3 var. 22 ver. BA - B3 var. 20 ver. BB - B3 var. 22 ver. BB - S3 var. 10 ver. AA - S3 var. 20 

ver. BA - T3 var. 10 ver. AB

Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of 

registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web 

site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted on specific 

models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued 

an Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make 

any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are entirely 

responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

All prices are VAT excluded

All the exhausts (except Hydroform-Corsa) has the DB Killer removable.

dB Killer homologated** Ø30 mm (Hydroform) 

dB Killer racing*** Ø35 mm  (Hydroform)

dB Killer racing*** Ø40 mm (Hydroform) 

CODE

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

Spare parts and components

Evoxtreme muffler with ceramic black  body homologated** singole low + racing ***  link pipe for original collectors  + db 

killer  racing***   Ø 40mm

MVEVO3105LT-AB

MVEVO3105LS-AB

MVEVO3105LB-AB

Photos available at this link  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/aet81jdh4he8cz5/AABYAm-a6rDAwH93vACbdfw7a?dl=0

CONFIGURATION

Evoxtreme muffler with titanium body  homologated** single low + r acing***  link pipe for original collectors  + db killer 

racing***   Ø40mm

Evoxtreme muffler with satin finish  S.S. body homologated** singole low + racing ***  link pipe for original collectors  + 

db killer  racing***   Ø 40mm

CONFIGURATION



CODE PRICE

MV3HY1008SCP-A € 1.100,00

MV3HY1008SCG-A € 1.150,00

MV3HY1008BCG-A € 1.300,00

CODE PRICE

MVEVO3108LT-AB € 680,00

MVEVO3108LS-AB € 610,00

MVEVO3108LB-AB € 640,00

CODE PRICE

DBEVO1001-1  €         40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €         40,00 

CONFIGURATION

EVOXTREME
Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller"

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version) - not compatible with the "lusso" version

Vehicle type/engine type is a code given by the vehicle manufacturer, model specific.This code is recorded in vehicle documents and in its Certificate of conformity. It can happen that the year of registration of a vehicle is not matching the model year, so in case on any doubts please always 

check that the vehicle type stated on vehicle documents matches the information given in HP CORSE web site and catalogue. Also, being the approval of an exhaust system type-specific, please carefully check this information carefully, to avoid to purchase exhaust that cannot be used or fitted 

on specific models.

              California laws prohibit the use of any aftermarket exhaust part or system that modifies, removes or replaces original equipment catalysts unless the California Air Resources Board has issued an Executive Order regarding such part or system or unless the part or system is exempted by 

being used only on racing vehicles on closed courses. Neither HP CORSE nor any of its distributors make any statement that any of their parts or systems has received such an Executive Order or that any of their parts or systems conform with the racing vehicles exemption. The purchasers are 

entirely responsible for informing themselves of applicable California laws and to comply with those laws.

*=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° 

Homologation valid for these "Engine Type": B31 - B3 var. 10 ver. AA - 3B var. 11 ver. AA - B3 var. 20 ver. AA - B3 var. 22 ver. BA - B3 var. 20 ver. BB - B3 var. 22 ver. BB - S3 

var. 10 ver. AA - S3 var. 20 ver. BA - T3 var. 10 ver. AB

TURISMO VELOCE 2017-2018 EURO 4: HP CORSE's muffler are available only in racing *** version

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer  Ø32mm  (Evoxtreme)

dB Killer racing*** Ø40mm (Evoxtreme)

Evoxtreme muffler with titanium body  homologated**  single low + racing***  link pipe for original 

collectors  + db killer racing***   Ø40mm

Evoxtreme muffler with satin finish s.s. body  homologated**  single low + racing***  link pipe for 

original collectors  + db killer racing***   Ø40mm

Spare parts and components

Evoxtreme muffler with  ceramic black body  homologated**  single low + racing***  link pipe for 

original collectors  + db killer racing***   Ø40mm

Photos available at this link  - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xf7y8bccfnc5dzr/AACvFuQNLt0HIuTI0cMTiDsLa?dl=0

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + stainless steel heat shield

Satin finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* for original 

collectors + carbon heat shield

Ceramc black finish  HYDRO-TRE homologated* 

for original collectors + carbon heat shield

2019 -Price list HP CORSE for MV AGUSTA TURISMO VELOCE 2012-2018

HYDRO-TRE   Exhaust with three soundproofed hydroformed pipes with anodized aluminum end caps

CONFIGURATION

**=  Omologazione "EU" direttiva 97/24/9/CE-2013/60/CE cap. 9° - Homologation valid for motorbike with :  80/86/92/94,2/97/103/108,3 kw

***=   muffler and link pipe available only in "racing"  version All prices are VAT excluded

All the exhausts  has the DB Killer removable.



Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium  body, satin steel end cup, 

black carbon cover and link pipe for 

original collectors

Code

SU4T1022T-AB

Price

€ 635,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stanless steel ceranic black finish 

body, satin steel end cup, black 

carbon cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

SU4T1022C-AB

Price

€ 590,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stainless  steel satin finish  body, 

satin steel end cup, black carbon 

cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

SU4T1022S-AB

Price

€ 510,00

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE - SUZUKI   V-STROM 1000 2017 UP

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - Regolamento Dalegao (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016  - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": U501

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of 

conformity. Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type 

on the registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the 

specific model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of 

the exhaust

Approvals and information

Link where is possible to see and download photos - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/j1fm508u15jig6g/AADDLxE3lsI9rAPUAThYJm80a?dl=0



PRICE PRICE

€ 450,00 € 510,00

PRICE

€ 500,00

€ 450,00

€ 480,00

CODE PRICE

DBGPR40  €          30,00 

DBGPG40  €          45,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €          40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €          40,00 

DBHY1001-1  €          35,00 PRICE

DBHY1001-2  €          40,00  €                              50,00 

Phots available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9t6eidoguwvkpdj/AAB19LnJNe6u4txaw8DrdofVa?dl=0

All prices are VAT excluded

XTRGP1003SR-3N-AB

Spare parts and components for HYDROFORM, GP07 and EVOXTREME

2019 - HP CORSE for TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE  S   2016-UP 

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

HYDROFORM - Hydroformed stainless steel muffler with removable "dbkiller"(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

EVOXTREME -  Muffler in satin stainless steel or titanium body with carbon end cap with removable "dbkiller" 

(available in ceramic black version or satin finish version)

XTRGP1003BR-3N-AB

€ 460,00 € 430,00

Racing*  single low satin finish+ link pipe for original collectors

Available with: anodizeds aluminium ring or inox grid

CONFIGURATION

Racing*  muffler satin finish single low + 

link pipe for original collectors + dB Killer 

racing*  Ø35mm

Racing*  muffler ceramic black finish single 

low + link pipe for original collectors + dB 

Killer racing*  Ø35mm

Racing* single low black satin finish+ link pipe for original collectors

Available with: anodizeds aluminium ring or inox grid

PRICE

XTRGP1003SG-3N-AB

€ 430,00 € 400,00

CODE

PRICE

CODE

XTRGP1003BG-3N-AB

XTRHY1003-3N-AB

CODE

CONFIGURATION CODE

Racing* muffler with stainless steel black satin finish body single low + link pipe for original collectors

+ dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm
XTREVO3103T-3N-AB

CODE

XTRHY1003BLACK-3N-AB

DBGP0001

All mufflers has a removable dB Killer  removable. 

The products is supplied with all the necessary accessories and any connection / connection pipe. 24-month official HP CORSE warranty is guaranteed

*=  muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing" version (not homologated)

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing*  with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing*  with anodized aluminum ring for GP07 Ø40mm

dB Killer racing*   Ø30 mm for Evoxtreme

dB Killer racing*   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme

dB Killer racing*   Ø35 mm for Hydroform

dB Killer racing*   Ø40 mm for Hydroform

CONFIGURATION

Anodized aluminium Racing for GP07 exhaust (to be used if you remove the db 

killer)

CODE

XTREVO3103T-3N-AB

XTREVO3103S-3N-AB

Racing* muffler with titanium body single low + link pipe for original collectors

+ dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

Racing* muffler with stainless steel satin finish body single low + link pipe for original collectors

+ dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm



CODE PRICE

XTRHY1017-AB € 450,00

XTRHY1017BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE PRICE

XTRHY20P17-AB € 450,00

XTRHY20P17BLACK-AB € 510,00

CODE 

XTREVO2617S-AB

XTREVO2617T-AB

XTREVO2617B-AB

CONFIGURATION

€ 430,00

€ 400,00

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

DBGPR40  €                       30,00 

DBGPG40  €                       45,00 

DBEVO1001-1  €                       40,00 

DBEVO1001-2  €                       40,00 

DBHY1001-1  €                       35,00 

CODE

PRICE

dB Killer racing*   Ø40 mm for Evoxtreme muffler

dB Killer racing*   Ø35 mm for Hydroform muffler

PRICE

€ 450,00

CONFIGURATION

CONFIGURATION

EVOXTREME 260mm - stainless steel satin finish

Racing*  single low + link pipe for original collectors  + dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

EVOXTREME 260mm - titanium body

Racing*  single low + link pipe for original collectors  + dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

€ 480,00

€ 430,00

Spare parts for HYDROFORM, GP07 and EVOXTREME

Racing*  single low muffler (end cup

with aluminium anodized ring) + link

pipe for original collector 

+ dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

Racing*  single low muffler (end cup

with grid) + link pipe for original 

collector + dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

2019 - Mufflers  HP CORSE for TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 765

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller

(available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

SATIN FINISH BLACK SATIN FINISH

HYDROFORM -  hydroformed stainless steel muffler with a removable  "dbkiller"

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

EVOXTREME - Muffler in satin stainless steel with carbon end cap with a removable dbkiller

 (available in satin finish s.s. or black satin finish s.s.)

CODE

PRICE

CONFIGURATION

Racing*  satin finish single low muffler  + link pipe for

original collector  ( muffler with insonorization inside no 

dbkiller )

HYDROFORM-CORSA  Hydroformed stainless steel short muffler without  "dbkiller"+ stainless steel end cup

 (available in ceramic black or satin finish version)

Single low racing* satin finish   + link pipe for original 

collector + dB Killer racing*  Ø35mm

Single low racing* black satin finish   + link pipe for 

original collector + dB Killer racing*  Ø35mm

EVOXTREME 260mm - black stainless steel satin finish

Racing*  single low + link pipe for original collectors  + dB Killer racing*  Ø40mm

€ 500,00

Racing*  ceramic black single low muffler  +link pipe for

original collector  ( muffler with insonorization inside no 

dbkiller )

All the prices are without VAT

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

*= muffler and/or link pipe and/or component available only for "racing" version (not homologated)

All the racing* mufflers are supplied with dB Killer extractable.

CONFIGURATION

dB Killer racing*  with aluminium anodized ring for GP07 (Ø40mm)

CONFIGURATION

 €           50,00 

dB Killer racing*  with grid for GP07 (Ø40mm)

dB Killer racing*   Ø30 mm for Evoxtreme muffler
Anodized aluminium ring

to use if you remove the db killer
DBGP0001

Photos available at this link https://www.dropbox.com/sh/924kdola84vq40l/AAA9Uwts7CeSagVeeOh5RuhNa?dl=0

XTRGP1017SR-AB

XTRGP1017BG-ABXTRGP1017SG-AB

€ 400,00

XTRGP1017BR-AB



Homologated silencer * 4-TRACK 

titanium body , satin steel end cup, 

carbon heat shield and link pipe for 

original collectors

Code

TR4T800T-AB 

Price

€ 635,00

Homologated silencer * 4-TRACK 

ceramic black stainless steel body , 

satin steel end cup, carbon heat shield 

and link pipe for original collectors

Code

TR4T800C-AB 

Price

€ 595,00

Homologated silencer * 4-TRACK 

satin finish stainless steel body , satin 

steel end cup, carbon heat shield and 

link pipe for original collectors

Code

TR4T800S-AB

Price

€ 510,00

All the prices are without VAT

Approvals and information

2019 - Price List HP CORSE -  4-TRACK
 4-TRACK

Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish stainless steel or ceramic 

* HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - Regolamento Dalegato (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016  - Homologation valid for Engine type n. A08/A082  e Vehicle type STD 

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of 

conformity. Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type 

on the registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the 

specific model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of the 

exhaust

Photos available at this link - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/03ehwgla8c5pfwx/AADbomnIG1P3xmpZh1-xBGF0a?dl=0



Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK  

titanium  body, satin steel end cup, 

black carbon cover and link pipe for 

original collectors

Code

TR4T1200T-AB

Price

€ 720,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stanless steel ceranic black finish 

body, satin steel end cup, black 

carbon cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

TR4T1200C-AB

Price

€ 680,00

Homologated silencer *  4-TRACK 

stainless  steel satin finish  body, 

satin steel end cup, black carbon 

cover and link pipe for original 

collectors

Code

TR4T1200S-AB

Price

€ 590,00

2019 - Mufflers HP CORSE - TRIUMPH TIGER 1200

4-TRACK
Silencer with satin finish stainless steel end cup - (available with titanium body or satin finish s.s. or ceramic black s.s.)

All the prices are without VAT

* HP CORSE's exhaust are homologated according to "EU" - Regolamento Dalegao (UE) 134/2014 e 1824/2016  - Homologation valid for "Propulsion Unit Code": E

The "Propulsion Unit Code" is the code issued by the manufacturer that uniquely identifies the model of the motorcycle or scooter. This code can be found on the registration certificate or certificate of 

conformity. Since the year of matriculation does not always coincide with the year of production of the vehicle, in case of doubts about the model of motorcycle in your possession, always check the Vehicle type 

on the registration card with the one shown on our website and in the catalog.

Likewise, if there is availability of approved exhausts, the approval is always referred to this code, so it is always recommended to carry out this check before ordering  exhausts that do not conform to the 

specific model you have.

               The product is considered "spare part" for the purposes of CARB regulations only if the catalytic (s) converter  is not modified or removed and if no changes are made to the ECU and to any sensors of 

the exhaust

Approvals and information

Link where is possible to see and download photos - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x37jcbfy5dtfeh6/AABc3fOqihChKUmw25p9j88Aa?dl=0



CONFIGURATION CODES PRICES CODES PRICE

Racing * single muffler  + "db killer" with grid + link pipe 

not catalyzed 2 in 1 for original collectors
XYAGP10R1RS-AC € 610,00 XYAGP10R1RB-AC € 620,00

Racing * single muffler  + "db killer" with anodized 

aluminium ring + link pipe not catalyzed 2 in 1 for original 

collectors

XYAGP10R1GS-AC € 620,00 XYAGP10R1GB-AC € 630,00

CODE PRICE

XYAEVO26R1T-AC € 700,00

XYAEVO31R1T-AC € 700,00

XYAEVO26R1S-AC € 630,00

XYAEVO31R1S-AC € 630,00

XYAEVO26R1B-AC € 650,00

XYAEVO31R1B-AC € 650,00

PRICE

 €          30,00 

 €          45,00 

 €          40,00 

da utilizzare se si toglie il db killer

Black s atin finish stainless steel single  Racing* muffler   body 310mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

CONFIGURATION

Single  Racing* muffler  titanium body 260mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

Single  Racing* muffler  titanium body 310mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

Satin finish stainless steel single  Racing* muffler   body 260mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

Satin finish stainless steel single  Racing* muffler   body 310mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

Black s atin finish stainless steel single  Racing* muffler   body 260mm lenght + stainless steel decat link pipe  Racing*  2 in 1 for original collectors

All prices are VAT excluded

CONFIGURATION

Anodized aluminium Racing  ring*  for GP07 exhaust (to be used if you remove the db killer) DBGP0001

All the mufflers are supplied with dB Killer extractable.

All the products are furnished with all components and link pipe. 24 months HP CORSE official warranty is guaranteed.

* =  muffler and/or link pipe and/or spare part available only in "racing"  version (not homologated)

 dB Killer Racing * Ø40mm  with inox grid for GP07 DBGPR40

Racing*   link pipe 2 in 1 not catalyzed with holes for lambda sensor for original collectors XYAR1-C  €        250,00 

Spare parts and components for GP07 and EVOXTREME

Link where is possible to see and download photo   - https://www.dropbox.com/sh/75y2brztafcgk4z/AABV9hD0FoRV9VpQYI7MJb_la?dl=0

dB Killer Racing *  Ø40mm  with anodized aluminium ring for GP07

dB Killer Racing *  Ø40mm for Evoxtreme

DBGPG40

DBEVO1001

CODE

 €          50,00 

2019 - Muffler HP CORSE for YAMAHA R1  2015 - UP

GP07 - End cup and muffler in stainless steel with removable dbkiller (available in satin finish stainless steel or black satin finish)

EVOXTREME - Muffler with carbon end cup and removable dbkiller (available with Stainless steel body or titanium body)

SATIN VERSION SATIN BLACK VERSION


